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Nursery Homework and News 

 
Friday 25th November 2022 

 
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 

This week we have been learning the song ‘I’m a Little Teapot’. We have enjoyed learning some new 

vocabulary: teapot, spout, handle and steam.  We have linked this vocabulary back to other Nursery rhymes 

that we have learned, for example: spout from Incey Wincey. We know a spout helps to direct water to a 

specific place. Some of us have spouts on our water bottles. On Wednesday, we very much enjoyed trying 

some cool, milky tea with a biscuit. Most of us thought it was delicious with a lot asking for seconds and thirds 

of the tea, and biscuits - although they were rationed to one per child! We explored what happened to water 

when a tea bag was added. We then played with water and fruit flavoured tea bags to investigate if the same 

happened. Talk to us about what we found out.  

This week, we loved reading the book Brown Bear Brown Bear, so we are going to use this as our stimulus next 

week. We can’t wait to tell you all about our learning.  

Reading in Nursery 

Everyday we have a class story time, the Nursery team take it in turns to read a book to the children and then 

we encourage the children to have a turn to tell us a story by using the pictures of a book of their choice. This 

week we have read… 

                 

As you are aware, the children have the opportunity to choose a book from our class library every Monday and 
Wednesday. The Nursery staff sit with each child on a one to one and talk about the story that they have taken 
home and enjoyed, we talk about what they enjoyed about the story and sometimes what they did not like. As 
the children choose a new book we talk about what the book is about and support them in making their 
choice. We have noticed that not all children are bringing in a bag so are not having this opportunity. Please 
make sure that you send your child with their book bag every Monday and Wednesday so that they too can 
take part in this. If your child does not bring their book back into school they will not be able to bring a book 
home until it is returned or their grown up comes to talk to a member of the team. Thank you for your support 
with this.  
 

We are currently trying to organise a parent and child school trip to Hounslow library. This is likely to be first 
thing in the morning but we will be in touch once this has been finalised in order to give you as much notice as 
possible.   
 

Yours sincerely,  

The Nursery Team  
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